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DEFINITIONS  

Advanced standing (See ‘Direct entry’ [below]) 

Accreditation of Prior 
Learning  

Accreditation of Prior Learning (APL) can take either of two 
forms: 

(i) APEL:  Accreditation of Prior Experiential Learning, which 
is learning acquired through life experiences including 
work and uncertificated training, for which no formal 
qualification has been gained; 

(ii) APCL: Accreditation of Prior Certificated Learning, which 
is any learning for which an award has been achieved. 

This general advice relates to APCL only.  Advice on APEL 
will be issued shortly, following the review of recently-issued 
guidance from the Quality Assurance Agency. 

Credit Credit is awarded to recognise a student’s achievement of 
learning outcomes at a specified Level of study.   

Durham University’s APL process relates to what is 
sometimes referred to as specific credit: i.e. where the 
outcomes of prior learning within a relevant subject area are 
directly equivalent to the Common Awards module or Level 
learning outcomes.   

Direct entry Students may claim for direct entry into Level 5 of a 
programme.  This is a form of APL that relates to exemption 
from an entire Level of study; any claims should be 
considered and granted according to the APL principles.  
Students may apply for direct entry if they can demonstrate 
that they have achieved all the learning outcomes for the 
Level from which they apply to be exempt.  It is not necessary 
to establish equivalence module by module, but the student 
must have covered all the Level learning outcomes.  Direct 
entry claims should normally be made and considered on a 
case-by-case basis.   

Direct entry should not be confused with the more formal 
arrangements for articulation agreements, which are outside 
the scope of the Common Awards Scheme.  The APL process 
should not be used to provide an automatic or ongoing entry 
route into the Common Awards programmes for groups or 
cohorts of students.  This would represent a serial sub-
contracting arrangement, which is prohibited by the standard 
validation contract, and therefore not permitted within the 
Common Awards Scheme. 

Learning outcomes The subject-specific knowledge, subject-specific skills, and 
key skills that a student must demonstrate in order to 
complete a module or programme successfully.  Learning 

https://www.dur.ac.uk/resources/learningandteaching.handbook/Section9/a9.01.pdf
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outcomes are defined at modular level (in each of the module 
outlines) and at programme level (in the relevant programme 
specifications).  Durham University’s approach to APL centres 
on the demonstration of the applicant’s prior achievement of 
module or programme learning outcomes at the relevant Level 
of study.  

Level A ‘Level’ refers to the stage of study within a programme, and 
so to the order in which particular modules would typically be 
studied. Levels, therefore, indicate the intellectual challenge of 
a module within a programme of study. The University’s Level 
Descriptors provide a common framework for this. 
Undergraduate levels in the Common Awards Scheme reflect 
the level numbering and descriptors of the Framework for 
Higher Education Qualifications (England, Wales and 
Northern Ireland): 

FHEQ LEVEL FULL-TIME EQUIVALENT TYPICAL QUALIFICATION EQUIVALENT 

Level 4  FT UG Year 1  Certificate  

Level 5  FT UG Year 2  Diploma  

Level 6  FT UG Year 3  Honours Degree  

Level 7 FT PGT Year 1 PG Certificate / PG Diploma / MA 

 

Module A module is a defined course of study which is self-contained 
and which receives a specified number of credits.  Credits are 
gained when a student has passed the module by satisfying 
the Board of Examiners in respect of the assessment 
requirements for the module concerned.  Each module is set 
at a given Level of study appropriate to its learning outcomes 
and is assessed against appropriate criteria.   

The minimum unit of credit that can be granted to a student as 
APL is a full module; APL cannot be granted for part of a 
module. 

Programme 
specifications 

In some programmes, APL is not accepted.  The programme 
specifications for the Common Awards programmes outline 
key information about the programmes, and indicate whether 
students are able to apply for APL for any given programme.   

Year A year is a 12 month period of study, normally beginning from 
the start of the academic year (for the purposes of the 
contractual relationship, the academic year begins on 1st 
September). The defined Level of study remains fixed 
irrespective of the actual year of study of a particular student. 
So, for example, a part-time student undertaking a Certificate 
in Higher Education over the course of two years will progress 
from Year 1 to Year 2, while remaining at Level 4 throughout. 
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